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AbstractQuestion: What is the relative importance of low- and high-severity fires in shaping forest structure across the range ofPinus ponderosa in northern Colorado?Location: Colorado Front Range, USA.Methods: To assess severities of historic fires, 24 sites weresampled across an elevation range of 1800 to 2800 m for firescars, tree establishment dates, tree mortality, and changes intree-ring growth.Results: Below 1950 m, the high number of fire scars, scarcityof large post-fire cohorts, and lack of synchronous tree mortal-ity or growth releases, indicate that historic fires were of lowseverity. In contrast, above 2200 m, fire severity was greaterbut frequency of widespread fires was substantially less. At 18sites above 1950 m, 34 to 80% of the live trees date fromestablishment associated with the last moderate- to high-severity fire. In these 18 sites, only 2 to 52% of the living treespre-date these fires suggesting that fire severities prior to anyeffects of fire suppression were sufficient to kill many trees.Conclusions: These findings for the P. ponderosa zone aboveca. 2200 m (i.e. most of the zone) contradict the widespreadperception that fire exclusion, at least at the stand scale of tensto hundreds of hectares, has resulted in unnaturally high standdensities or in an atypical abundance of shade-tolerant species.At relatively mesic sites (e.g. higher elevation, north-facing),the historic fire regime consisted of a variable-severity re-gime, but forest structure was shaped primarily by severe firesrather than by surface fires.
Keywords: Douglas-fir; Fire history; Fire severity; Historicrange of variability; Ponderosa pine; Pseudotsuga menziesii.
Nomenclature: Weber (1976).
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IntroductionLarge, severe wildfires in recent decades in manyparts of the world from tropical to boreal forests haveled to the widespread belief that “fires are behavingdifferently now than at any time in history,” and muchof the difference in fire behavior has been attributed toalteration of historic fire regimes (Anon. 2004). A com-mon paradigm applied to many temperate and tropicalecosystems has been the belief that prior to modern firesuppression relatively frequent but low-severity firescharacterized many xeric woodland environments, andthat restoration of such fires is essential for maintainingbiodiversity and ecosystem resiliency (Anon. 2004).However, the universality of this paradigm has beenquestioned on the basis of insufficient knowledge ofpast variability in fire regimes, and especially of theintensities and ecological effects of past fires (Andersonet al. 2005; Bradstock et al. 2005). A driving factor forforest management in the U.S. West is the belief thatfuel reduction through thinning will not only protect lifeand property but will also simulate the fuel effects offormerly frequent, low-severity fires and promote eco-system resilience (Anon. 2002a, b; Healthy Forest Res-toration Act, HFRA: Anon. 2003). However, the socialand ecological context surrounding wildfire is complexand defining vegetation management objectives to meetthe goals of maintaining ecological integrity, biodiver-sity and community safety are challenging (e.g. DellaSalaet al. 2004; Dombeck et al. 2004).The HFRA and related policies are based on threeimportant premises (Anon. 2003): (1) fire suppressionsince the early 20th century has reduced fire frequency,particularly in dry forest types formerly characterizedby frequent, low-intensity fires; (2) this reduction in firefrequency has resulted in atypically dense forests andin-growth of shade-tolerant species such as Pseudotsugamenziesii; and (3) this increase in woody biomass hasresulted in a greater risk of severe wildfires. Support forthese premises is mainly from research on dry Pinusponderosa ecosystems, including parts of the Southwest



706 Sherriff, R.L. & Veblen, T.T.and inland Northwest, showing that thinning of densemodern forests could both reduce the hazard of crownfire and restore forests to historic conditions (Covington& Moore 1994; Everett et al. 2000; Allen et al. 2002;Hessburg et al. 2005a). However, other research hasstressed the variability in the historic frequency andseverity of fires in some P. ponderosa ecosystems, andconsequently, the effects of fire exclusion on currentfuel characteristics and fire hazard have been ques-tioned (Shinneman & Baker 1997; Veblen 2003; Brownet al. 2004; Schoennagel et al. 2004; Hessburg et al.2005b).Some P. ponderosa-dominated forests, such as thoseon the eastern slope of the Colorado Rocky Mountains,have been shown to have had a variable-severity (alsotermed ‘mixed and variable’) fire regime in which bothlow- and high-severity fires occurred historically (Brownet al. 1999; Kaufmann et al. 2000; Ehle & Baker 2003).In a variable-severity fire regime, fire intervals tend tobe longer than in an exclusively low-severity fire re-gime, and more importantly there are some high-sever-ity fires (i.e. lethal to a large fraction of canopy trees ina stand) that strongly influence forest structure (Brown1995; Brown et al. 2004; Hessburg et al. 2005b). Al-though recent studies in the Front Range have docu-mented the occurrence of variable-severity fire regimesin P. ponderosa forests (Brown et al. 1999; Kaufmann etal. 2000; Ehle & Baker 2003), there have been nosystematic examinations of how the ecological effectsof high- vs. low-severity fires vary with elevation withinthis forest zone.In the current study spanning the full elevation rangeof P. ponderosa on the eastern slope of the northernColorado Front Range we address the following ques-tions: 1. Has the rate of tree establishment increasedsince active fire suppression began around 1920? 2.Since 1920, is there evidence of in-growth of Pseudo-tsuga menziesii into P. ponderosa stands? 3. In thisvariable-severity fire regime, how significant were low-severity versus high-severity fires in shaping forest struc-tures prior to fire exclusion? The primary focus of thisstudy is on discriminating between forest structures thathistorically were shaped mainly by frequent low-sever-ity (i.e. surface) fires that killed mostly juvenile treesversus structures that were shaped mainly by infrequenthigh-severity fires that killed high percentages of canopytrees in naturally dense stands.

MethodsStudy areaThe study area extends from ca. 1800 to 2800 m inBoulder County and southern Larimer County in thenorthern Front Range. Soils in the montane zone areprimarily derived from Precambrian granitic rocks andare typically poorly developed, coarsely textured, andshallow (Peet 1981). At low elevations mean annualprecipitation is ca. 48 cm, and a trend towards increasingprecipitation and cooler temperatures with elevation re-sults in greater moisture availability at higher elevation asreflected in vegetation patterns (Peet 1981). The driermontane zone extends from approximately 1800 to 2850m and is largely defined by the distribution of P. ponderosa(Marr 1961). In the lower montane zone (1800 to 2350m), forests vary from open park-like stands of P. ponderosaat the plains-grassland ecotone to dense stands mixedwith Pseudotsuga at more mesic sites and north-facingslopes. In the mid- to upper montane zone (2350 to 2850m), topographic position becomes increasingly importantwith dense stands of P. ponderosa and Pseudotsuga onnorth-facing slopes and pure, less dense stands of P.ponderosa on south-facing slopes. Populus tremuloides,Pinus flexilis and P. contorta (var. latifolia) often co-occur with P. ponderosa and Pseudotsuga at higher el-evations in the montane zone.Lightning-ignited fires are common throughout themontane zone with at least some small lightning-ignitedfires occurring in every year (Veblen & Donnegan 2006).Although Native Americans set some fires mainly forhunting purposes, the abundance of lightning ignitions inthe modern record (post-1910) imply that fire occurrenceis not limited by ignitions. Furthermore, the tree-ringrecord indicates that fires were only widespread duringyears of unusually dry conditions so that it is likely thatweather rather than ignition was the main limitation toyears of widespread fire (Veblen et al. 2000). The zone ofgreatest Native American impact on fire occurrence wouldhave been at the lowest elevations, near the Plains grass-land where settlement was concentrated and where fuelsdried sufficiently in most years to allow at least moderatefire spread (Veblen & Donnegan 2006). Permanent Euro-American settlement in conjunction with a mining boomin the second half of the 19th century was associated withan increase in the number of fire ignitions across themontane zone. However, the second half of the 19thcentury also was a period of more extensive droughtscompared to the previous ca. 50-year period and all yearsof widespread fire coincided with weather conditionsconducive to fire spread (Veblen et al. 2000). Thus,although it is impossible to quantify the relative contribu-tions of humans and climatic variation to the increase in



- Ecological effects of changes in fire regimes in Pinus ponderosa ecosystems - 707fire occurrence in the mid-19th century, the widespreadpattern of drought and fire across the Rocky Mountainregion suggests that regional-scale climatic variation wasthe predominant driver of the change in fire regime(Donnegan et al. 2001; Sibold & Veblen 2006). In themontane zone, fire frequency declined dramatically at theend of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century(Veblen et al. 2000). At the lowest elevations reduction ofgrass fuels by livestock grazing probably contributedimportantly to this decline in fire. However, above ca.2200 m analysis of the tree-ring record of fire does notshow any climatic dependence on moister antecedentyears favorable to grass production (Sherriff 2004). Thisimplies that grass fuels were not limiting to fire at higherelevation; consequently, livestock grazing probably didnot contribute significantly to the decline in fire fre-quency in the mid- to upper montane zone. Instead, overmost of the montane zone the reduced fire frequency afterca. 1920 coincides with implementation of fire suppres-sion policies by federal and local authorities, improvedinfrastructure for fire suppression (e.g. automobile roads),and the end of the mining boom and associated anthropo-genic ignitions (Veblen & Lorenz 1991; Veblen &Donnegan 2006).

Field sampling and sample processingTwenty-four areas were sampled for tree age struc-tures throughout Boulder County on Boulder Open Spaceand Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest lands and inLarimer County in Rocky Mountain National Park(Fig. 1). Sample sites were limited to areas dominatedor nearly dominated by P. ponderosa which is mappedas the dominant species in approximately 75% of thezone from 1800 to 2850 m (USDA Forest Serviceunpubl. data; Sherriff 2004; Sherriff & Veblen in press).General areas for sampling were first subjectively lo-cated to maximize the elevation range of sites where P.ponderosa was dominant, and to eliminate areas thatshowed significant signs of logging. Sites were chosento focus on P. ponderosa stands, but also to be repre-sentative of the distribution of cover types within themontane zone with 10 sites in pure P. ponderosa (> 90%P. ponderosa), eight sites in P. ponderosa - Pseudotsuga(> 10% Pseudotsuga), and six sites in mixed coniferstands that are dominated by P. ponderosa (but include> 10% of two or more co-dominant species).Our focus was on P. ponderosa-dominated ecosys-tems, and consequently there was a bias towards aspectsthat were not north-facing at higher elevations which

Fig. 1. Locations of sample sites of firehistory and age structure throughout thePinus ponderosa zone of the northern Colo-rado Front Range.  Only 21 of 24 sites areshown because of the close proximity ofLM3 east, west and north.  Black trianglesindicate sites that record the fire date of1859-1860.
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tend to be pure stands of Pseudotsuga (Table 1) We alsorejected sites for sampling if they contained more than afew cut stumps (> 20 stumps/ha). Because prior workhas shown that cut stumps > ca. 25 cm diameter persistfor over 100 years in this dry climate, the absence ornear absence of cut stumps indicated that the samplesites had not been significantly affected by logging(Veblen & Lorenz 1986). Logging in the late 1800s andearly 1900s was common in the montane zone, espe-cially near roads and mines, but the widespread distribu-tion of our sample sites on different topographic settingsand wide range of stand ages sampled implies that whileavoiding logged sites our sample sites are representativeof the range of the P. ponderosa ecosystem.Sampling of age structure and fire historyStand structure and fire history were sampled inareas of relatively uniform forest structure and physicalenvironment (elevation range and topography). The ex-tent of each sample area varied in size from 12 to 200 haaccording to tree density and the extent of the apparentlyhomogeneous age structure. The sampling goal was tosystematically obtain at least 50 tree ages from > 200objectively located and measured trees. At 16 sites it

proved feasible to sample > 100 tree ages but at eightsites low tree densities and/or smaller extent of thehomogeneous, unlogged forest structure limited the agestructure sample size to 38 to 90 trees (Table 1). Tospread the sampling across each sample area, transectswere randomly located in four ca. equal-area sectors insmall and large sample areas, respectively. Fewer sec-tors were used in smaller and more homogeneous sam-ple areas. Fire scars were collected opportunisticallyalong transects and near the outer boundaries of eachsector to produce a rough estimate of the spatial extentof past fire types across the entire site. Data from eachsector were interpreted separately to test for consistencybefore aggregating data from multiple sectors to repre-sent an entire sample site. At points of constant dis-tances along each transect, trees (i.e. > 4 cm in diameter)were systematically selected following the closest indi-vidual method (ca. 33 trees per sector; Cottam & Curtis1956) for coring and age determination. Tree size,species, and status (i.e. live, dead, cut stump) wererecorded in 10 m × 200 m belt transects for all except sixsites (LM4, LM6, MM2, MM3, MM5 and UM6) thatwere sampled using only the closest individual methodfor both tree age and these other tree parameters. All

Table 1. Summary of site and sample information.Site Elevation Aspect Slope No. fire No. tree Area No. Crossdated(m) (º) scars ages (ha) sectors dead treesLower Montane ZoneLM1 1870 E-NE 11 18 109 100 4 13LM2 1910 E 16 15 38 25 2 4LM3-east1 1930 E-SE 18 37 118 30 4 8LM3-west1 1930 W 15 101 50 4LM3-north1 1930 N 20 126 25 4LM4 1950 W-SW 20 7 103 50 4LM5 1950 W-SW 17 14 134 200 4 12LM6 2090 W 28 13 44 12 1LM7 2200 E-NE 14 10 125 42 4 4Mid-Montane ZoneMM1 2440 E-Flat 5 20 133 80 4 8MM2 2460 E-SE 12 21 144 95 4MM3 2480 NW 11 11 53 18 2MM4 2490 SE 21 18 164s 40 4 4MM5 2520 W 16 16 124 191 4Upper Montane ZoneUM1 2550 E 22 21 123 60 4UM2 2550 S-SW 20 16 123 50 4 6UM3 2580 SW 11 32 134 135 4 5UM4 2580 S-SW 15 21 131 50 4 19UM5 2600 E 8 20 131 130 4 4UM6 2620 E 13 11 67 55 2UM7-west2 2650 W 15 9 60 80 2 4UM7-north2 2650 N 15 10 59 60 2 5UM8 2700 E-SE 8 19 85 49 2 3UM9 2750 E-SE 17 13 90 25 2 101 LM3 was sampled as three separate sites for age and forest structure; 37 total fire-scar samples were taken across LM3 east, west and north sites; crossdateddead trees are for all three sites.  2 UM7 was originally sampled as one site and later divided into two separate sites because of differences in site conditions andforest structure.



- Ecological effects of changes in fire regimes in Pinus ponderosa ecosystems - 709trees > 1.4 m in height were included in the sample ofsize and stand structure. In addition, seedlings (< 30 cmheight) and saplings (> 30 cm height and < 4 cm diam-eter) were counted in the belt transects at all sites.To estimate the ages of trees too small to core (< 4cm in diameter) and to estimate the number of ringsmissed due to coring height (ca. 20 cm above the root-shoot boundary), basal disks from juvenile trees werecut at sites of different elevation and aspect. Relativelyopen sites were selected to mimic post-fire growth con-ditions. Seedlings and saplings (< 4 cm in diameter)were sampled from 11 sites for P. ponderosa (n = 5-15per site), eight for Pseudotsuga (n = 4-13 per site), andtwo to three sites each for Juniperus (n = 4 per site), P.contorta (n = 10-12 per site) and P. flexilis (n = 2-8 persite). For sites where seedling data were not collected,the median age-to-coring height was used from a site ofsimilar elevation and aspect.Tree-core and fire-scar sample processingAnnual rings on all cores were counted and visuallycross-dated by comparison with a master chronology fromnearby P. ponderosa sites (Veblen et al. 2000). For coresamples that did not reach the pith, a geometric model ofannual tree growth was used to estimate the number ofrings to the pith (Duncan 1989). Cores that missed the pithby more than 20 years were not used. To date establishmentand mortality of dead trees, samples were quantitativelycross-dated using the program COFECHA (Holmes 1983).Partial cross-sections from fire scars were initially cross-dated using marker rings, and when necessary were alsomeasured and quantitatively cross-dated with COFECHA(see Sherriff 2004 for details).Analytical methodsAs detailed below, severity and regeneration impactsof past fires were interpreted from the spatial distributionof fire scars, percentages of living trees that survived afire, abundance of tree establishment following a firedate, presence of synchronous tree mortality related to afire date, and tree-growth suppressions and releases(Table 2) based on procedures from previous studies innearby ponderosa pine forests (Veblen & Lorenz 1986;Goldblum & Veblen 1992; Kaufmann et al. 2000; Ehle &Baker 2003). For each fire event at each site, we consid-ered alternative explanations of the apparent post-fire agecohorts. Specifically, we examined tree-ring evidence torule out the alternative hypotheses that favorable climatealone (i.e. in the absence of a previous severe fire) or thatwidespread tree mortality caused by insect outbreaks trig-gered massive new tree establishment. Possible decadal-scale climatic influences on tree establishment wereexamined by comparing recruitment peaks (> 10 trees)

and a 10-year smoothing average of moisture availabilitybased on the departure from mean tree-ring growth froma regional ponderosa pine tree-ring chronology (Sherriff2004). We did not find a consistent relationship betweenponderosa pine establishment and decadal-scale climaticvariation, and all episodes of abundant tree establishmentoccurred soon after fire-scar evidence of a fire (Sherriff2004). Although tree cores at some sites showed growthreleases or suppressions in relation to 20th century out-breaks of bark beetles or defoliating insects, we did notdetect major episodes of tree establishment dating fromthese outbreaks (Sherriff 2004).Duration and timing of tree establishment and mortalityPrevious age structure studies of P. ponderosa in ourstudy area have shown that durations of periods ofelevated seedling recruitment following fire are highlyvariable, but commonly last several decades and some-times over fifty years (Veblen & Lorenz 1986; Mast etal. 1998; Ehle & Baker 2003). In this study, we assumedtree establishment that occurred within a 40-year periodfollowing a fire-scar date within the same sector of a siteto be associated with that particular fire date. Treeestablishment over longer periods (i.e. 40 to 60 yearsfollowing a fire-scar date) was assumed to be associatedwith the fire-scar date if tree establishment was continu-ous at a 10-year time scale. A widespread fire (i.e. fire-scarred trees recording a fire date in more than onesector) was more likely to be of higher severity and tohave created conditions more favorable for tree estab-lishment than a fire of limited extent (i.e. a fire eventrecorded by a single fire-scar date). Thus, if both asingle and a widespread fire-scar date occurred in thesame sector (within a period of 40 years or less), post-fire tree establishment was attributed to the widespreadfire. Due to decay and disappearance of evidence, wedid not attempt to quantify the amount of tree mortalityassociated with past fire events, and instead tree mortal-ity is classified as present or absent. The date of theoutermost ring on dead trees was defined as the mortal-ity date even though ring erosion would have resulted insome inaccuracies. Most mortality dates (> 98%) werewithin two years of the fire event date in question. Forthe small number of mortality dates not within two yearsof the fire event date, it was assumed that if the date ofthe outermost ring preceded the fire date by fewer than10 years that the tree was killed by the fire in question.To investigate changes in forest age structures poten-tially related to fire exclusion, we compared establish-ments dates of living trees for three different time periods:Pre-EuroAmerican settlement (prior to 1861), settlement(1861-1920), and fire suppression (1921 to present). Thetime period of 1921 to present was selected to determineif substantial increases in tree density and in-growth of
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young Pseudotsuga occurred during the fire exclusionperiod. Tree establishment associated with the fire sup-pression period actually refers to trees that establishedbetween 1921 and ca. 1980 because the youngest trees(> 4 cm diameter) aged were ca. 20 years old. Large-scalepermanent EuroAmerican settlement began in the late1850s (Veblen & Lorenz 1991), and consequently the1861 to 1920 settlement period is equivalent in length anddirectly comparable to the fire exclusion period. χ2-testswere used to test for differences in frequencies of P.ponderosa establishment by time period and elevation(lower versus mid- and upper montane zones), and ofPseudotsuga establishment since 1921 compared to theprevious 60 years.Fire severity classificationWe evaluated past fire types and fire effects by: (1)visual inspection of frequency distributions of tree es-tablishment and fire dates within each sector; and (2) aquantitative approach to classifying fire regime typeswithin each sector and across sectors of each site usingfire scars, remnant living trees that survived a fire, post-fire tree establishment, synchronous tree mortality, andtree-ring growth responses (Table 2). Fire severity wasclassified as high, moderate or low (Table 2) based onestimates of canopy tree mortality associated with mod-ern fires in Colorado (Romme et al. 2003). Fire events inwhich the severity class applied to all sectors weredesignated as ‘extensive’ or as ‘patches’ if applicable tofewer than all sectors.A high-severity fire was identified as an event inwhich more than 70% of the live trees established dur-ing the post-fire establishment period and fewer than20% of the live trees pre-dated the fire event (i.e. rem-nant trees in Table 2). Thus, high-severity fires are inter-preted to have been events that killed high percentages ofcanopy trees within a fire perimeter, and initiated estab-lishment of a new cohort of canopy trees as is typical of P.ponderosa (Romme et al. 2003). Low-severity (surface)fires were identified by a fire-scar date that had little or nopost-fire establishment (fewer than 20% of the live trees)in the same sector and at least 40% of the live trees pre-dated (remnant trees) the fire-scar date (Table 2). Thepresence of mortality and/or an abrupt change in ring

width (release and/or suppression) would more likely beassociated with a high-severity event than a low-sever-ity fire. At some sites evidence of past fire types (i.e. firescars, post-fire age structure, tree-ring growth responsesand mortality events) was more variable. Fires that didnot fit either the high- or low-severity criteria were classi-fied into the intermediate class of moderate- fire severity(Table 2). A moderate-severity fire was defined as having20 to 70% post-fire establishment and fewer than 70% ofthe live trees pre-dating the fire event. This classificationdiscriminated between forest structures that prior to thebeginning of fire exclusion (ca. 1920) were shaped pri-marily by frequent low-severity fires that killed mostlyjuvenile trees, versus infrequent high-severity fires thatoccurred in naturally dense stands where fires killed highpercentages of canopy trees.
ResultsStand age structures and tree establishment datesAges were determined from a total of 2519 livingtrees and 109 dead trees in the 24 stands (Table 1). Agestructure is based on an average of 105 (range of 38-164) tree ages for each site (12-200 ha). Of the coressampled at each site, 55-85% are within two years of thepith and 93-100% are within ten years of the pith byeither observing the pith or as estimated by Duncan’s(1989) geometric method. Of the cores from each site93-100% are within ten years of the pith. Fewer than 20cut stumps/ha are present at most of the sample sites anddifferences in median numbers of cut stumps among thethree elevation zones are small (Fig. 2; App. 1); al-though no quantitative cut stump information was col-lected at LM4, LM6, MM2, MM3, MM5 and UM6, cutstumps are scarce at those sites.To estimate tree establishment dates, age at coringheight was adjusted by the median age-at-coring heightfrom destructive sampling of seedlings at the same siteor a site of similar elevation and aspect. The medianage-at-coring height ranges from 6-22 years for P.ponderosa, 12-21 years for Pseudotsuga, 7-17 years forJuniperus, 12-19 years for P. contorta and 16-21 years

Table 2.  Classification of fire severity based on remnant live trees, recruitment of live trees, death dates (presence or absence), ring-width changes and tree spatial pattern.  Remnant trees are the percentage of trees that survived the most recent fire in the severityclass, and recruitment pulse indicates the percentage of live trees that post-date the fire.  Fires of low and moderate severity occur atmore variable frequencies than high-severity fires that occur at longer intervals (> 50 years).Fire severity Frequency Remnant Recruitment pulse Mortality Ring-width Tree spatialclass live trees live trees pulse change distributionLow Variable 40 - 100 % < 20% or < 3 trees Present or absent No change in growth Patchy or clusteredModerate Variable 20 - 70 % 20 - 70 % Present Release or suppression Patchy or dispersedHigh Infrequent 0 - 19 % 71 - 100 % Present Release or suppression Uniform



- Ecological effects of changes in fire regimes in Pinus ponderosa ecosystems - 711for P. flexilis. An estimate of three years is used forPopulus based on seedling ages collected by Baker et al.(1997) at a nearby site. For each site, the age rangerepresented by saplings is assumed to span from themedian seedling age into the ages represented by 4 to 6cm diameter trees for that species. Thus, although sap-ling ages are not precisely quantified, they representestablishment dates mostly or exclusively within themost recent 40 years. Tree establishment dates weregrouped into 20-year tree age classes as a conservativebasis for interpreting age structure patterns.Stand densities are highly variable across the distri-bution of P. ponderosa. Median stand density is 348trees/ha (range of 39-670) in the lower montane, 806trees/ha (range of 242-933) in the mid-montane, and 665trees/ha (range of 123-1624) in the upper montane zones(Fig. 2; App. 1). In the lower and mid-montane zones(below 2520 m) P. ponderosa is overwhelmingly domi-nant in tree density (Fig. 2; App. 1). At most uppermontane sites (2550-2750 m) it is also dominant, butPseudotsuga, P. contorta and Populus are more abun-dant at one site each on a northerly exposure and at highelevation (UM7-north, UM8, and UM9, respectively).At two sites (UM7 and LM3), differences in forestcomposition and/or structure between sectors justifiedsubdividing the sites into two or more separate areas forevaluating stand development and fire history (Fig. 3).Relatively little Pseudotsuga was present at most siteswith an average of 14% (range of 0-53%) of the treepopulation across all sites (Fig. 2; App. 1).Age structure by elevation zoneIn the lower montane stands, tree populations arerelatively young (Fig. 3); 28% of the living trees in thesenine stands established since 1921 as compared to 53%that established in the previous 60-year period (Fig. 4).Even though tree establishment did not become morefrequent after 1921, the number of P. ponderosa thatestablished since 1921 is greater in the lower montanesites than in the mid-montane (P < 0.001, χ2-test) andupper montane sites (P < 0.001). Tree establishment dates(Fig. 3) and the abundance of saplings at many sites (Fig.2; App. 1) in the lower montane zone indicate that treeestablishment continued through the end of the 20thcentury. Establishment of P. ponderosa was relativelyhigh during the early 20th century at all lower montanesites, but there is some variation in the timing of thisincrease (Fig. 3). Major pulses of establishment hadbegun by 1880 at some sites (e.g. LM3-east, LM4)while at other sites no increase occurred until after1900 (e.g. LM3-west, LM7; Fig. 3). The only two sites(LM3-north and LM7) that record abundant saplings(App. 1) and tree establishment of Pseudotsuga since1921 also contain older trees of this species (Fig. 3); in

these stands, there were no significant differences be-tween the number of Pseudotsuga that established from1860-1920 or after 1921, (P > 0.05, χ2-test).In the mid- and upper montane zones (above 2200 m),relatively few trees established during the 20th centuryin comparison with the lower montane sites (Fig. 3).Many sites have pulses of establishment initiating in the1860s to 1900, and some sites contain the apparentremnants of pulses of establishment from the early1800s or earlier (Fig. 3). P. ponderosa establishmentdates are consistently less common after 1920 in com-parison with the previous 60-year time period (Fig.3). Aggregated establishment dates for all species aresubstantially greater from 1861 to 1920 than after1920 (P < 0.001, χ2-test; Fig. 4). Numbers of saplings ofP. ponderosa and Pseudotsuga are relatively low (Fig.2B; App. 1) further indicating that there has not been amajor increase in tree establishment during the firesuppression era. Pseudotsuga trees that established after1921 on average account for < 3% of the trees in both themid- and upper montane zones (Fig. 4). Pseudotsuga

Fig. 2A-C.  Median density of (A) live trees (> 4 cm diameter),(B) saplings, and (C) cut stumps for each species per hectarefor each elevation zone.  Species are Pinus ponderosa (Pipo)and Pseudotsuga menziesii (Psme); category ‘other’ repre-sents Pinus contorta, Pinus flexilis, Populus tremuloides andJuniperus scopularum. Other species are primarily Juniperusin the lower montane (1870-2200 m), Populus in the mid-montane zone (2440-2520 m), and P. contorta and Populus inthe upper montane (2550-2750 m) zones.
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Fig. 3.  The relative frequency (%) of all aged trees (> 4cm diameter) in 20-year establishment classes for each site in the lower (1870-2200m), mid- (2440-2520m) and upper (2550-2750m) montane zones.  White triangles represent local fires (single fire-scars) andblack triangles represent more widespread fires (multiple fire-scars). The dashed horizontal line marks the post-1920 fire suppressionperiod. Other species primarily represent P. contorta at UM8 and Populus tremuloides at UM9.
saplings are moderately abundant at some sites, but ineach case these are sites where tree ages indicate thatthis species has long been present as shown by nodifferences in the frequencies of pre- and post-1921establishment dates (Figs. 2-3; P > 0.05, χ2-test).

Past fire types and fire effectsDuring the pre-fire exclusion period (1700-1920)two to 29 fire events (i.e. at least one fire scar per fireevent) occurred at individual sites and a total of 160 firesoccurred across the 24 sites (tree-level fire history chartsfor each site are presented in Sherriff 2004). At all sites,
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tree establishment began within 12 years after a fire-scardate (Fig. 3). No major peaks in tree establishment (> 10trees) are observed that could not be associated with afire-scar date during the 1700 to 1920 period. Recruit-ment periods range between 19 and 60 years for firesinterpreted as moderate to high severity (according tothe criteria in Table 2). Tree establishment periods fol-lowing low-severity fires were often shorter than 10years. However, destruction of evidence by subsequentfires at the same location prevented a reliable assess-ment of fire severity for 73 of the 160 total fire events.Thus, we systematically describe fire severities andassociated evidence only for the most recent moderate-to high-severity (i.e. evidence destroying) fire events,most of which occurred in the second half of the 19thcentury. Fire severity at each site is designated as exten-sive when applied to all sectors or as patches where theseverity class applied to fewer than all sectors.Fire severity by elevation zoneIn the lower montane zone below 1950 m, the rela-tively high number of fire scars recorded on dispersed

trees (i.e. sites LM1-LM3; Fig. 3), and the scarcity ofevidence of large post-fire cohorts, growth releases, ortree mortality imply that fires were generally wide-spread but of low severity. With the exception of twofire events at LM2, these relatively frequent low-sever-ity fires ceased after 1920 (Fig. 3). Below 1950 m, forestdensity was historically low and it is doubtful that high-severity crown fires could have occurred prior to theearly 1900s, although a moderate-severity fire occurredat LM2 in 1786 (Table 3; Fig. 3). At higher elevations(1950 to 2200 m) within the lower montane zone, mod-erate- and high-severity fires in the late 1800s are evi-dent in all four sites (i.e. LM4-7; Table 3).In the mid- and upper montane zone (above 2200 m),the pre-1921 frequency of widespread fires was substan-tially less than in the lower montane zone (Fig. 3). Forexample, some sites (e.g. MM5 and UM6 with 16 and 11fire scars, respectively) record only two dates despite thepresence of trees that established prior to 1750 (Fig. 3).Although fewer widespread fires occurred in the mid- andupper-montane zones, fire dates such as 1859-60 wereregionally synchronous that could have been a single

Table 3. The percentage of surviving trees (remnants), tree establishment,  change in ring-width of live trees and mortality presenceat each site associated with the most recent moderate- to high-severity fire. Bracketed fire years spanning two or more years wereused when the exact fire dates were undetermined. Mortality presence indicates death of one or more trees associated with the fireevent. Spatial pattern of the respective fire severity is described as ‘extensive’ when the fire occurred in all sectors or as ‘patches’when the fire occurred in fewer than all sectors of a sample site. The estimate of minimum fire extent is based on evidence of fireoccurrence across sectors within each site. There were no moderate- or high-severity fires identified at LM1 and LM3.Site Fire Remnant Establishm. Establishm. Ring change Mortality Fire Spatial Min. fireyear (% live trees) (% live trees) period (years) (% live trees) presence4 severity pattern extent (ha)Lower MontaneLM1LM21 1786 21 28 low-moderate patches 6LM3LM4 1863-66 23 53 42 high patches 50LM5 1871 22 60 33 9.6 present high patches 200LM6 1866-69 52 41 43 moderate extensive 12LM7 1870 6 45 44 present moderate extensive 42Mid-MontaneMM1 1880 27 62 43 9.5 moderate extensive 80MM2 1859 50 35 44 moderate extensive 65MM3 1859-60 43 53 50 moderate extensive 18MM4 1859 5 47 41 12.5 high patches 40MM5 1859 38 52 46 high patches 191Upper MontaneUM1 1859-60 27 49 39 3.3 moderate extensive 60UM2 1876 45 38 43 14.3 present moderate extensive 50UM32 1913 70 23 42 2.7 moderate patches 135UM4 1880 48 43 38 high patches 50UM5 1859-60 35 52 46 2.2 high patches 130UM6 1859 28 60 44 high patches 55UM7-west3 1782 2 45 45 6.2 present moderate extensive 85UM7-north3 1782 25 34 60 moderate patches 55UM8 1859 17 80 48 14.3 present high extensive 49UM9 1872 47 43 26 36.4 present moderate extensive 251 Too few trees existed prior to late 1800s to assess the percentage of surviving trees (remnants); 2 The low-severity fire of 1913 was mixed severity in 1 sectorand low severity in 3 sectors;  3 Estimated minimum extent of the 1782 fire is 140 ha for the entire sampling area;  4 Death dates were not sampled at LM4, LM6,MM2, MM3, MM5, or UM6.
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widespread fire event or multiple fires (Fig. 1 and seeVeblen et al. 2000). In 1859-1860, extensive moderate- tohigh-severity fires occurred at six of the seven highestdensity stands (MM2, MM3, MM5, UM5, UM6 and UM8;Table 3; App. 1) and patchy moderate- to low-severity firesoccurred at seven other sites (i.e. LM1, LM3, MM1, MM4,UM1, UM3, and UM4; Table 3; Fig. 3). The occurrence ofwidespread fires declines dramatically after about 1920(Fig. 3). The high frequency of single fire scars at somesites (e.g. UM8, UM9) well into the fire-exclusion periodprobably reflects the burning of one or two trees by firesthat did not spread. However, tree establishment linked tothe extensive fire events of 1859 (UM8) and 1872 (UM9)dominate the present forest structure, whereas new treeestablishment cannot clearly be related to the 20th cen-tury surface fires in these stands (Table 3; Fig. 3).Across the distribution of P. ponderosa, the mostrecent moderate- to high-severity fires occurred mostlyin the second half of the 19th century and stronglyinfluenced the abundance of tree establishment dates inthe modern forest (Table 3). At 18 sites, 34 to 80% of thelive trees date from establishment associated with thelast moderate- to high-severity fire; only 2 to 52% of theliving trees pre-date these fires suggesting that fireseverities prior to any effects of fire suppression weresufficient to kill many trees (Table 3). Remnant agestructures, widespread fire scars and abrupt changes intree radial growth suggest that more than one moderate-to high-severity fire occurred at most sites since ca.1700, although subsequent high-severity fires destroyedmuch of the earlier evidence of fires. High-severityevents are evident across these sites of 12 to more than200 hectares, but probably burned much larger areasthan the maximum sizes of our sample areas, as indi-cated by widespread occurrence of dense post-fire co-horts and fire-scarred trees in years such as 1859-1860recorded in nearby studies (Fig. 1; Veblen & Lorenz1986; Mast et al. 1998; Ehle & Baker 2003).

DiscussionStand age structures and tree establishmentAlthough environmental variation associated withtopography (aspect, slope steepness) is important indetermining forest composition and structure in themontane zone of the Front Range (Peet 1981), majorpatterns of age structure in our study area are evident inbroadly defined elevation zones. Tree ages in the lowermontane zone (ca. 1870-2200 m), indicate that formerlysparse P. ponderosa stands increased substantially indensity during the 20th century and that nearly treelessgrasslands have been invaded by trees (Figs. 2-4). Thisincrease in P. ponderosa densities at the lowest eleva-tions has been documented in other studies of tree ages(Veblen & Lorenz 1986; Mast et al. 1998) for smallparts of the study area and by historical photographs(Veblen & Lorenz 1991).The increase in stand densities in the lower montanezone coincides with a decline in years of widespread firethat begins in the 1880s to 1890s in some stands (Fig. 3),which is a general pattern for this elevation zone (Veblenet al. 2000). Fire occurrence may have declined earlier atthe lower elevations due either to reduction of grass fuelsby grazing or to more effective fire suppression close tosettlements. However, fire reduction is probably not thesole explanation for increased tree establishment at lowelevations in the late 19th to early 20th centuries. Cattlegrazing was widespread along the ecotone between theplains grasslands and the foothill forests during the late19th century and has long been hypothesized to triggertree establishment in grasslands (Marr 1961) as has beendemonstrated in P. ponderosa ecosystems elsewhere(Madany & West 1983; Rummell 1951). Additionally,the 1890s to the 1920s was a period of moister climate(Mast et al. 1998; Veblen & Donnegan 2006), and estab-lishment of P. ponderosa in the lower montane zonedepends on above-average spring moisture (League &

Fig. 4. The average percentage of tree establishment (trees > 4 cm diameter) for time periods prior to the fire suppression period (pre-1861 and 1861 to 1920) and during the fire suppression period (1921 to present) for the lower (n = 9 sites), mid- (n = 5 sites) and upper(n = 10 sites) montane zones.  The tree establishment dates during the fire suppression period range from 1921 to 1980.  The rangein percentages of establishment for each site within each elevation (montane) zone is given above each bar graph.



- Ecological effects of changes in fire regimes in Pinus ponderosa ecosystems - 715Veblen 2006). Although cut stumps are rare at mostsites (Fig. 2), the soil disturbance associated with theextraction of a few logs could also have created favorableconditions for establishment of tree seedlings (Kaufmannet al. 2000). Grazing, logging, and favorable climateprobably all contributed to increased establishment ofP. ponderosa in the late 19th and early 20th century, butseedling survival also depended on the long fire-freeperiod that initiated coincidentally with these otherenvironmental changes.Although there is a general pattern of increased P.ponderosa stand density in the lower montane zonesince the late 19th century, the magnitude of this changevaries with topographic and edaphic conditions. Siteslocated on more xeric slopes of fine-grained sedimen-tary materials exhibit low stand densities that have notincreased substantially over the last 80 years (e.g. LM2in Fig. 3). Increases in stand densities have been moreprominent on mesic (northerly) slopes (e.g. LM3-northand LM7; Fig. 3). Similarly, comparison of air photosfrom the 1930s to 1990 shows more tree encroachmenton north-facing slopes at the lower forest-grasslandecotone (Mast et al. 1997).In contrast to the lower montane zone, at mid- toupper elevations (ca. 2440-2750 m), only small percent-ages of living P. ponderosa established in the post-1920fire exclusion period (Fig. 4). For example, at no siteabove 2200 m did more than 24% of the trees of allspecies (> 4 cm diameter trees) establish after 1920. Evenwhen saplings (i.e. < 40 years old) are considered, there isno evidence of abundant establishment of P. ponderosaafter 1920 (Fig. 2). Similarly, tree ages do not support thehypothesis that Pseudotsuga has invaded previously purestands of P. ponderosa during the post-1920 fire exclu-sion period (Fig. 4). In the lower montane stands, estab-lishment of Pseudotsuga is absent except on mesic as-pects with a northerly component (e.g. LM3-north andLM7; Fig. 3). In the mid- and upper montane zone,Pseudotsuga is more abundant as trees and saplings (Figs.2-3), but where young (i.e. post-1920) Pseudotsuga areabundant tree ages indicate that the species was alsocommon prior to fire exclusion. Such stands do not showevidence of Pseudotsuga invading formerly pure or nearlypure P. ponderosa stands, and instead appear to be mixedP. ponderosa-Pseudotsuga stands recovering from pre-20th century fires.A potential limitation to our interpretations is therejection of sample sites that showed abundant evidenceof logging if such sites were characterized by particularsite or stand conditions not represented by unlogged sites.However, that bias would have the effect of reducing theabundance of old trees in our samples if there was apreference for cutting stands of large, old trees. As notedpreviously minimal logging in some sectors of our study

areas might have favored new tree establishment tend-ing to increase the number of trees that established after thelate 1800s. The direction of these biases cannot explain ourmain finding of rare P. ponderosa establishment in thelower montane zone or scarcity of in-growth of Pseudotsugaacross all the sites during the fire exclusion period. How-ever, late 19th and early 20th century logging clearly hadan impact over the larger landscape (Veblen & Lorenz1991) and contributes to younger tree ages today, eventhough our sampling avoided such heavily logged sites.Past fire types and fire effectsPrevious studies of P. ponderosa pine forests in theColorado Front Range have shown that the historic fireregime was one of variable severity, and in particular thatfire intervals were longer and fire severity greater than formost dry P. ponderosa woodlands of the Southwest(Veblen & Lorenz 1986; Brown et al. 1999; Kaufmann etal. 2000; Ehle & Baker 2003). However, the present studyis the first to systematically show that the relative impor-tance of lower- and higher-severity fires varies betweenthe lower montane zone and the mid- and upper montanezone within P. ponderosa-dominated forests. In our studyarea, more frequent low-severity fires characterize areasof low elevation (below 2000 m) where P. ponderosaecosystems border or intermingle with grasslands. Due tothe overriding influence of grasslands at low elevation,other factors such as topographic position may be incon-sequential for determining fire frequency in areas adja-cent to the plains-grassland ecotone. Greater proximity tograssland in lower elevation areas probably promotesmore frequent fire because of a greater abundance of fine,herbaceous fuels. In this environment, the historic fireregime consisted mainly of low-severity fires that killedonly tree seedlings but were not lethal to the generallysparse population of large trees. This pattern is especiallyevident below 2000 m, but also occurred at higher eleva-tions on xeric south-facing slopes and/or where montanegrasslands were abundant. In the northern Front Range,the cessation of formerly frequent surface fires coincideswith increased stand densities broadly throughout thelower montane zone. At increasing distance from grass-lands, lower amounts of fine fuel may hinder frequent fireoccurrence.In the mid- and upper montane zone there is noevidence that surface fires formerly maintained openwoodlands of low density tree populations. Instead, thehistoric fire regime at higher elevations and on moremesic north-facing slopes consisted of a variable-sever-ity regime in which stand structures were shaped prima-rily by severe fires rather than by non-lethal surfacefires. Many stands experienced intervals of 50 to over100 years between successive widespread fires. Such



716 Sherriff, R.L. & Veblen, T.T.long intervals would have been sufficient for coniferseedlings to reach sizes that would survive low-severitysurface fires. Thus, the lack of evidence of frequent firesin combination with frequent tree establishment dates(Fig. 3) indicates that these stands were not maintainedas open woodlands by non-lethal surface fires. Instead,primarily infrequent high- and moderate-severity firesshaped current forest age structures in the mid- andupper montane zone. Variable-severity fires occurredhistorically in pure P. ponderosa and P. ponderosa-dominated stands regardless of Pseudotsuga presenceor absence. More than half of the existing tree popula-tion in many such fires established within a few decadesafter the fire (Table 3).The cohort age structures identified in this and otherstudies in the P. ponderosa-dominated forests of thenorthern Front Range are interpreted to be mainly aresponse to past severe fires that create open conditionsfavorable to the regeneration of this shade-intolerantspecies (Veblen & Lorenz 1986; Mast et al. 1998; Ehle &Baker 2003). As a shade-intolerant tree species (Kimmins2003), the regeneration of P. ponderosa rarely occursbeneath relatively closed canopies. However, we cautionthat climatic variability, insect outbreaks, and seed avail-ability may sometimes confound the attribution of pulsesof tree establishment to the conditions created by severefire. Although there is no consistent association of the treeestablishment patterns with tree-ring records of moistureavailability, small increases in establishment in two stands(UM4 and UM5) appear to coincide with increased mois-ture availability in the late 1790s to early 1800s (Sherriff2004). Similarly, tree mortality caused by outbreaks ofmountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) andspruce budworm (Choristoneura occidentalis) may cre-ate open conditions favorable for P. ponderosa establish-ment, but is likely to be less favorable to tree establish-ment than fire which exposes bare mineral soil. Althoughfavorable climate conditions and/or insect outbreaks mayhave influenced recruitment during fire-free periods, noneof the sampled sites show major peaks in establishmentwithout evidence of fire. In addition, lags of one to manydecades in the establishment of P. ponderosa may occurbecause of variable seed production (Krannitz & Duralia2004) and/or because of loss of seed source in the mostsevere fires. Thus, the use of cohort age structures toidentify severe fires may underestimate fire severity.Implications for management and for other Pinusponderosa ecosystems Our study demonstrates that within the zone domi-nated by P. ponderosa in the northern Front Range,historic fire regimes varied from mainly low-severityfires at the lowest elevations to a variable-severity fire

regime at higher elevations in which higher-severity fireswere the primary determinant of stand structure. Wide-spread fire years that document high- and moderate-severity fires, as illustrated by the 1859-1860 fire year,are within the historical range of variability for P.ponderosa forests at a regional scale. Currently, highstand densities over much of the range of P. ponderosa inthis large study area are due to past severe fires and notdue to 20th century fire exclusion. Both high-severityfires and high stand densities are within the historic rangeof variability for these forests, which needs to be takeninto account when forest management goals include re-storing forest conditions to pre-fire-exclusion conditions.Tree ages show that mixed stands of P. ponderosa andPseudotsuga were part of the historic range of forestconditions, and that young Pseudotsuga in mixed standsare not in-growth due to fire exclusion. This findingcontrasts with the in-growth of Pseudotsuga reported forthe southern Front Range (Kaufmann et al. 2003), andserves as a caution to extrapolating management implica-tions beyond the geographic area of the forests studied.Most previous studies of fire history in the U.S. Westhave stressed variations in fire regimes among covertypes, and few studies have recognized important varia-tion within cover types. Our results indicate that withinthe P. ponderosa pine forests of the northern Front Rangethe historic fire regime was a mixed-severity regime morecomparable to that of the mixed-conifer forest type of thePacific Northwest and California (e.g. Morrison &Swanson 1990; Taylor & Skinner 1998; Minnich et al.2000; Beaty & Taylor 2001) than to the uniformly low-severity regime of P. ponderosa ecosystems of the South-west (e.g. Covington & Moore 1994). Variable-severityfire regimes are less clearly candidates for thinning thanare low-severity fire regimes and a cautious approach torestoration efforts has been recommended (Brown et al.2004). For the P. ponderosa cover type, a few studies inthe Pacific Northwest (Arno et al. 1995; Wright & Agee2004; Everett et al. 2000; Hessburg et al. 2005a, b) havealso documented fire regimes of variable severity. Thesestudies and ours illustrate the importance of collectingevidence on the severity of past fires (i.e. cohort ages,growth releases, episodes of tree mortality) because fireseverity cannot be reliably interpreted from fire intervaldata alone, which is often the approach applied to thestudy of fire history in P. ponderosa forests (e.g. Brown& Shepperd 2001; Grissino-Mayer et al. 2004).Although current implementation of national firepolicies (Anon. 2006) recognizes differences in fireregimes of the same cover type for different geographi-cal regions, it makes the simplifying assumption thatwithin a single region the fire regime of a cover type isrelatively uniform. Our study shows that such an as-sumption of uniformity is not valid for the P. ponderosa



- Ecological effects of changes in fire regimes in Pinus ponderosa ecosystems - 717cover type in the northern Front Range, and challengesecologists and managers to re-consider the degree ofvariation in fire regimes within broadly distributed for-est types. In many parts of the world, ecosystem manag-ers assume that preservation of biodiversity is depend-ent on re-introduction of fire but often knowledge ofpast fire frequencies and severities is inadequate (Anon.2004). Although natural disturbance regimes have beenproposed as models for management of many foresttypes (Hunter 1993; Perera & Buse 2004), numerousstudies (e.g. Cumming et al. 2000; Anderson et al. 2005;Bradstock et al. 2005), including the present one, areshowing that variability of fire regimes within the sameecosystem type is greater than previously believed.
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